
Year 11 Introduction to Nazis Germany

TASK
1. Read the revision notes (ppt slides 3 onards)
2. Examine the mind-map and re-read the relevant 
sections, finding knowledge you can use to complete 
the mindap.
3. Make your own mindmap using the headings on the 
next slide. You can do this on the computer or on 
paper.
Upload your work on Mteams
OR 
Take a photo of your work and upload it on Teams



Key Topic 1:
Weimar and Nazi Germany
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Nazi Germany Revision Notes



Treaty of Versailles
9/11/1918 – Kaiser abdicated

11/11/1918 – Armistice signed by the new Weimar Government = end of the war.

1919 – The Treaty of Versailles was given to the German government to sign. 

The ToV imposed 4 things on Germany, these are Land, Army, Money and Blame (LAMB).

Land – Germany lost 13% of its land, 50% of all iron and 15% of all coal, all 11 colonies given to the victors, Alsace and Lorraine given 
to France, Polish corridor split Germany in two, all of the vital coal from the Saar Coal field went to France for 15 years. 

Army – reduced to 100,000 men, 15,000 in the navy, No air force, Rhineland was demilitarised.

Money – Germany had to pay £6.6 billion

Blame – article 231, Germany accepted all blame for the war. 

The German people hated the ToV because:

1. Diktat = The treaty was forced on the new government.

They were not consulted about the terms of the treaty. 

They could not reject the treaty because they were too weak.

2. Dolchstoss – the idea that the army had not lost the war but were ‘stabbed in the back by the politicians (November Criminals)  at home.

The ToV had the following effects:

1. Made Weimar unpopular

2. Led to opposition groups

3. Made Germany poor.



Weimar Constitution
The Weimar Constitution was very fair and democratic but this caused problems. Most people in Germany did not 
want a democracy. This made life very hard for the Weimar Republic. 

Constitution:

1. All men and women over 20 could vote.

2. PR = Proportional Representation, this meant that the number of seats in the Reichstag (parliament) were 
equal to the percentage of votes gained. This was fair but led to lots of parties and COALITION governments.

3. Chancellor was the Head of the government. 

4. The Reichsrat (the second ‘house’ in parliament) could delay laws (like the house of Lords in Britain today). 

5. President had lots of power. He:

a) Chose the Chancellor (usually from the biggest party, but not always).

b) Article 48, he could suspend democracy and rule by DECREE

c) Take control of the army

Weaknesses of the Constitution:

1. PR = coalitions which are weak and often collapse.

2. Chancellors kept asking the president to suspend democracy to rule in times of crisis.



Political Problems
Weimar was weak. It struggled to survive. People tried to take it over.

The RIGHT WING wanted to put a dictator in power (like the old Kaiser). The RIGHT had a private army = the Stahlhelm. 

The LEFT WING wanted a Communist revolution like had happened in Russia in 1917. The LEFT had a private army = Rotfrontkampfer.

- both wanted to destroy Weimar.

- both sides murdered opponents. From 1919-22 = 376 political murders. E.g. Walther Rathenau (Foreign minister).

Both sides had a revolution:

1. SPARTACIST REVOLT (Left Wing Communists)

- 6th Jan 1919

- took buildings in Berlin, e.g. newspaper offices

- 100,000 men

Chancellor Eburt had to ask the 250,000 Freikorps (Right wing Ex-soldiers) to crush the revolt!

2.          KAPP PUTSCH (Right Wing)

- 1920 

- 5000 men

-Marched on Berlin

- The government fled to Dresden

Eburt asked the workers (left wing) to go on strike. Essential services in the city stopped, e.g. electricity. The revolt was crushed!

Both revolts show how weak Weimar was. It relied on different groups to crush revolts.

Problems remained until 1923 when Stresemann solved Weimar’s problems. 



Economic problems• The ToV hurt the German economy. This made Weimar even weaker.

Problems:

1. Germany had spent their money on WW1

2. Germany owed £6.6 billion in reparations.

3. Germany had lost valuable land under the ToV, e.g. coal fields in Silesia and the Saar.

Ruhr :

1. Germany could not pay the reparations.

2. 80% of all German industry was in the Ruhr. 

3. France invaded the Ruhr to take raw materials instead of the reparations.

4. This made Germany even poorer.

Response:

Passive resistance = German workers went on strike

Hyperinflation:

1. to pay the reparations the government printed more money (in 300 paper mills)

2. this made the money worthless.

3. 1919: 1 loaf = 1 mark. 1923: 1 loaf = 200,000 billion marks!!!

Effects of inflation:

a) Everyone suffered -> Germany could not import foreign goods. E.g. £1 went from being worth 20 marks to  20 billion marks.

b) No-one could buy stuff -> you needed a suitcase of cash to buy bread!

c) Savings became worthless -> this hit the middle class hardest.

d)  big businesses benefited -> their debts disappeared.



Stresemann solved Weimar’s problems:
Economic solutions:

1. Rentenmark
1. November 1923
2. New currency introduced to end Hyperinflation

2. Young Plan
1. August 1929
2. Reparations reduced to £2 billion
3. Germany given and extension, 59 years to pay 
4. This boosted the economy because the government 

could spend more at home and lower taxes. 

3. Dawes Plan
1. April 1924
2. Reparations reorganised to be lower each year
3. US banks invested in Germany
4. Industrial output doubled from 1923-28
5. Employment increased
6. Government made money from taxes

International solutions:
1. Locarno Pact 

1. 1925
2. France, Germany, Britain, Belgium and Italy signed it
3. Germany accepted the borders of thhe ToV
4. Allied troops left the Rhineland
5. This paved the way for Germany to enter the LoN

2. League of Nations (LoN)
1. 1926
2. Germany was allowed into the LoN
3. Germany was now equal to other countries

3. Kellog-Briand Pact
1. 1928
2. 62 countries sigened
3. Agreed not to use war as a means of getting their way

Weimar had improved!........and then it all went wrong again, Doh!



The Great Depression:
1. October 1929  = Wall St Crash

2. Black Thursday  - US shares fell by 1000%

3. $4000 million lost.

Economic Impact:

1. Germans took their money out of banks = BANKS COLLAPSED

2. US banks stopped lending money to German businesses = BUSINESSES COLLAPSED (1931 -32 production fell by 40%)

3. All over the world people stopped trading

4. Unemployment soared, 1929 = 1.3 million, 1933 = 6 million.

Social Impact:

1. Middle class lost savings, businesses, homes

2. Workers lost jobs

Political Impact:

1. Bruning tried to raise taxes to pay unemployment benefit and lower the levels of benefit. This angered both the LEFT and RIGHT.

2. Parties disagreed on solutions -> Chancellor Bruning ruled by DECREE (using 66 in 1932)

3. On the streets there was chaos = people were revolting!

4. Bruning resigned leaving a POWER VACCUM. 

Weimar was on the BRINK OF COLLAPSE!!!



Key Topic 2: Hitler and the growth of the Nazi 
party 1918 -33.



Hitler and WW1:

• Hitler did not do well at school. Therefore he rebelled.

• Having left school Hitler lived in Vienna, sometimes homeless. Hitler 
developed a dislike for Jews. 

• Hitler joined the army in WW1. Awarded the Iron Cross for bravery.

• Learnt about the armistice from a hospital bed having been gassed. 
Felt that the army had been ‘stabbed in the back’.

• Hitler became a spy for the government after the war. He spied on 
political parties. One was the German Worker’s Party (DAP). 

• The DAP had been set up by Anton Drexler on 5th January 1919. 

• Hitler joined.



Birth of the Nazi Party
• DAP was small = 40 members. They hated:

1. Communists

2. Weimar politicians

3. Democracy

4. Jews

Feb 1920 - Anton Drexler (DAP’s leader) with Hitler created a new 25 point programme:

1. Scrap ToV

2. Lebensraum (living space for Germans).

3. Anti-Semitic (Anti-Jewish).

The DAP got support from ex-army soliders angry at the end of WW1. By June 1940 = 1100 members. 

From 1920  onwards Hitler took control:

1. 7th August 1920 – DAP became the ‘National Socialist German Workers Party’, the NSDAP or Nazi Party. 

2. Swastika and Nazi salute adopted.

3. Volkischer Beodachter, a newspaper bought by the Nazis to spread their ideas (they could do this as 
membership reached 3000 and members paid).

4. 1921 – Hitler became leader

5. 1921 - Hitler set up the SA (Storm Troopers), a private army. They broke up opposition group’s meetings.

6. Rohm made leader of the SA



The Munich Putsch
Causes:

1. Hyperinflation weakened the government. Nazis grew to 55,000

2. Stresemann as head of government would solve probs so Hitler acted quickly.

3. Stresemann’s government was cracking down on extreme parties. Hitler needed to act fast.

Events:

• 8th Nov 1923 – 3000 govt members meet in Beer Hall in Barvarian capital, Munich.

• Hitler took over with 600 SA

• Hitler claims he would take over the Munich govt then march on the Weimar govt.

• Hitler took Ludendorff, kahr, Seisser and Lossow (leaders of Munich Govt) to side room and threatened them with a gun until they supported the revolt. They 
agreed.

• Morning of the 9th Novemeber – SA had 2000 rifles, 3000 supporters marched on the centre of Munich.

• Met by soldiers on street, Residenzstrasse, open fired on SA.

• Hitler dislocated hiss arm. 14 Nazis killed, 4  police killed. Ludendorff arrested. Hitler later arrested.

Consequences:

Hitler tried for treason and sentenced to 5 years in Landsberg Castle. This was a set back in the short term.

In the Long Term the Nazis benefited:

1. Hitler got lots of publicity during the trial

2. Ban on NSADP was barely enforced and lifted in 1925

3. Hitler only served 9 months in gaol

4. Hitler wrote Mein Kampf in prison’

5. Hitler changed tactics and decided to achieve power through democratic means, which he succeeded in.



The rebirth of Nazism 1924
Post prison the Nazi message was clear.

- Mein Kampf

- Second book, by Hitler, written in 1928

- Hitlers speeches

NAZI IDEAS:

1. Nationalism = anti ToV, restore Germany’s greatness, autarky, lebensraum (living space for 
Germans), purifying the Aryan race

2. Socialism = control big businesses, running the economy in the interests of the state so that 
1. farming and businesses would flourish, businesses would not make excessive profits, Jews 
could not run businesses, workers would be treated well.

3. Totalitarianism = the govt should control all aspects of life, anti-democracy, Fuhrerprinzip
(leadership principle) = the leader should run everything.

4. Traditional German Values = strong families with traditional male/female roles, Christian 
morales, old Germanic culture e.g. traditional art, music and theatre. 

5. Struggle = Nazis believed struggle was good for people. Therefore Germany should expand 
and create Lebensraum for the German people. The German race should be purified which 
meant attacking non-Germans.

6. Racial purity = Germanic Aryans are the super-race, other races were inferior, Jews were the 
lowest race.



Nazi support grows, 1929 -32

29th October 1929 Wall st Crash = collapse of share prices in USA. 
US banks called back loans to German businesses resulting in 
economic collapse.

People lost faith in Weimar. Bruning, he had to use emergency 
presidential decrees to rule. 

Extreme parties’ support grew, E.g. Nazis and Communists.

Nazi Propaganda:

• Joseph Goebbels =  propaganda

• . The idea of a single Fuhrer appealed to Germans who disliked 
weak democratic Weimar.

• Anti –ToV popular with all Germans.

• Nazis disrupted Weimar and blamed all on Communists. Nazis 
offered order. 

Strength of SA

• SA were well organised and disrupted other parties meetings. 
400,000 of them. 

• In elections SA disrupted other parties and prevented people 
voting. 1932 19 died in Hamburg during election.

Working Class Supported Nazis becuase:
1. Traditional German values
2. Offer of ‘work and bread.’
3. Poster propaganda.
Middle class supported the Nazis because:
After 1929, they withdrew their support for 
moderate parties such as the Social 
Democrats.
Middle class were hit hardest by the Wall st
crash and blamed Weimar.
Weimar was considered sinful and decadent. 



• Farmers:

Nazis glorified German culture and the German soil 

Many farmers feared communists who planned to confiscate their land

Young people and women:

• Hitler’s passionate speeches and Nazi rallies.

• more traditional and older women were won over by Nazi propaganda.

Big businesses:

• Businesses were scared that Communists would confiscate everything they owned.

• Businesses donated money to the party.

• Media tycoons such as Alfred Hugenberg also helped by allowing the Nazis to use his 
newspapers to spread anti-communist propaganda.



Nazis win power, 1932 -33
1932 =the Nazi party was the biggest party in the Reichstag. 

= Hitler ran for President but lost to Hindenburg:
• Hindenburg-18million 

• NAZI-13million votes

• Communist -5million

• Despite Hitler’s growth in popularity , Bruning was still Chancellor.

• In April 1932, Bruning used emergency decrees to TRY TO BAN  THE SA AND SS.

• This caused the Nationalist Army officer Kurt Von Schleicher overthrew Bruning using his RW coalition of businessmen/ army officers and took control of the Reichstag.

• Von Schleicher controlled from behind the scenes and used Von Papen, to rule his RW government. However, Von Schleicher still needed more RW support.

• To get more support, in May 1932, Von Schleicher took a risk and invited Hitler and the Nazis into his RW coalition because the Nazis had a lot of popular support.

Chancellor at last:
• Nazi popularity continued to grow and the weak puppet-leader Von Papen was unable to rule without Nazi support. Hitler demanded President Hindenburg to make him 

Chancellor but Hindenburg hated Hitler personally.

• Nontheless, Hitler’s popularity and support network was growing rapidly. 39 business tycoons (inc. Siemens and Bosch) wrote a letter to Hindenburg asking him to make Hitler 
into the Chancellor of Germany but Hindenburg refused and instead gave the position to Von Schleicher.

• However, Von Schleicher’s popularity crashed when his secret plan to become military dictator of Germany was leaked out. Von Schleicher’s time was up.

• At this point, Von Papen and Hindenburg devised a scheme to make Hitler into a “puppet” Chancellor to replace Von Schleicher. Hitler became the legally and democratically 
elected Chancellor in January 1933.

• They under-estimated Hitler and thought they had him “in their pocket”. This was the beginning of the end of the Weimar Republic…



Wall St Crash = 
people voted for 
extreme parties.

Papen offered the 
Nazis a place in the 

coalition 
government (he 
thought he could 

control them.) Hitler 
agreed.

July 1932 – new 
elections. Nazis won  

largest number of 
seats in Reichstag = 

230. 

1932 – 1st

presidential election 
Hindenburg = 18m 

votes
Hitler = 11m votes

Thallmann
(Commie) = 5m

1932 – Hindenburg 
= 19m

Hitler = 13m
Thallmann = 4m

April 1932- Bruning
became president. 
Tried to ban SS/SA, 
angering the right 

wing. 

Right wing Kurt von 
Schleicher led 

rebellion in 
Reichstag => 
persuaded 

Hindenburg to sack 
Bruning. 

Schleicher used Von 
Papen as a puppet. 
Hindenburg made 

Papen Chancellor in 
May 1932.

Hitlter demanded 
Hindenburg 

appointed him 
Chancellor. 
Hindenburg 

refused. 

Nov 1932 new 
elections. Nazi votes 

fell = 196 seats in 
the Reichstag. 

Papen resigned as 
he could only rule 
with Hindenburg 

and the Nazis 
support – he had 

neither.

Business tycoons 
called for 

Hindenburg to 
appoint hitler as 
Chancellor. He 

refused and 
appointed 

Schleicher = 2nd

Dec.

Schleicher
requested 

Hindenburg 
suspend democracy 
because Papen and 

Hitler were 
conspiring agains
him. Hindenburg 

refused. 

When news of the 
request leaked 
Schleicher lost 

support and was 
removed.

30 Nov 1933
Von Papen suggested 

that Hindenburg make 
Hitler Chancellor with 
Papen as Vice. There 

were only 2 other 
Nazis in govt. Papen 

hoped to control Hitler



Key topic 3: The Nazi Dictatorship

Jan 1933 = Hitler became Chancellor. However he was not dictator yet. This topic is 
about how HITLER INCREASED HIS POWER and became a DICTATOR.

He  did this by:

1. Removing opposition
2. Creating a police state
3. Using propaganda and censorship.



Removal of opposition 1933-34 :
Reichstag fire:

1. 27th Feb 1933

2. Van der Lubbe, a Communist found at the scene. Hitler blamed the Communists

3. Hitler persuaded Hindenburg to declare a STATE OF EMERGENCY.

4. Hitler persuaded Hindenburg to call another election for the 5th March 1933

Before the election Hitler:

- banned Communist newspapers

- told the police not to stop the SA from attacking Communists

- got 3 million Marks (German money) from businesses scared of Communism.

Hitler won the election with 288 seats -> then he banned the Communists. This meant that he had a 2/3rds majority and could change the Constitution!!

23rd March – Hitler proposed the ENABLING ACT (this would mean he could pass laws on his own). The armed SA stood around the politicians as they voted. Only 94 had the courage to vote against the act. 

HITLER WAS NOW EFFECTIVELY A DICTATOR. He spent the next year removing his final opponents:

1. May 1933 -Trade Unions banned.

2. July 1933 – Political parties banned.

3. January 1934 – Lander (local) governments banned.

4. 30th June 1934 - Knight of the Long knives – Hitler was scared of the power of Ernst Rohm (leader of the 3 million SA men). Rohm criticised Hitler for favouring the rich over the poor. The German army 
and leaders of the SS were also scared of the power of Rohm and the SA.

1. SS leaders persuaded Hitler that  Rohm was plotting a revolt.

2. 30th June 1934 – Rohm and other SA leaders were arrested and shot (Rohm was offered suicide first but eventually shot).

3. Over the next 4 days another 150 leaders and 400 normal SA men were shot.

4. Von Papen (vice Chancellor) objected to Hitler, his staff were arrested and press secretary shot.

5. Previous Chancellor Von Schleicher – shot

5. 2nd August 1934 – Hindenburg died. Hitler held a plebiscite and got 90% of the vote making him: FUHRER



Police State and the Churches:
• Hitler consolidated his control by creating a police state. This means the 

police held control over the people:

1. SS
1. Hitler’s bodyguard set up in 1925
2. Run by Himmler
3. Grew to 5000 in the 1930s
4. Carried out the policy of RACIAL PURIFICATION
5. Ran concentration camps.

2. Gestapo
1. Secret police set up in 1933 by Goering
2. Run by Heydrich
3. Arrested anyone who spoke out. Informed by normal people.
4. Offenders imprisoned without trial
5. By 1939 – 150,000 had been put in prison/camps.

3. Concentration Camps
1. Set up in 1933
2. Dachau was the first
3. By 1939 there were 6 camps with 20,000 people in total
4. Political prisoners and ‘undesirables held. 

4. Law courts
1. Set up Nazi League for maintenance of the law -> all judges had to 

be members. Hitler used this to control them.
2. People’s court set up -> just for treason. Hitler picked the judges 

himself.

Hitler controlled the Churches. He did not want there to be any other 
organisations that might control the ideas and minds of the people in 
Germany:
1. Catholic church

1. 1/3rd Germans were Catholic
2. July 1933 – Concordat with the Pope signed:

- Freedom for Catholics to 
worship

- Allowed Catholic schools
- Priests promised to 

ignore politics
- Bishops had to sear 

loyalty to the Nazis
3. Hitler broke the Concordat:

- Arrested priests
- Banned Catholic schools 

and youth groups

2. Protestant church
1. Some Protestant Priests supported the Nazis. Set up ‘German 

Christian Movement. It’s leader, Muller, was made the Reich 
Bishop of Germany in 1933.

2. Many Protestant Priests opposed the Nazis. Set up the ‘Pastors 
Emergency League’. Its leader, Niemoller, was arrested and put 
in a concentration camp.



Censorship and Propaganda
• Another way  that Hitler created a TOTALITARIAN STATE and controlled the minds of the German people was by censoring information and producing propaganda. 

• 1933 – Goebbles was made Minister of Propaganda.

1. The press
1. Had to produce what Goebbles wanted.

2. Journalists instructed what to write.

2. Universities
1. Nazi Ministry for Education set up

2. 1933-38 -> 3000 professors sacked for having the wrong views 

3. The arts
1. Reich Chamber of Culture set up by Goebbles.

2. All artists had to be members

3. Modern art was rejected. The Nazis liked very realistic paintings of strong Aryans.

4. Jazz music banned as it was considered ‘black music’, so was Mendelssohn’s music (he was a Jew).

5. Nazis burnt books of Jews, Communists etc. in Berlin 20,000 books were burned.

6. Plays had to  celebrate German history and Nazi views. Tickets were made especially cheap.

4. Radio
1. Stations controlled  by  the Nazis

2. Nazis made lots of broadcasts

3. Radios set up in public to broadcast Nazi views. Germany had more radios than any other country per person.

5. Cinema
1. All films were preceeded by a 45 minute newsreel of Germany’s successes.

2. 1934 - Plots of films had to be approved by Goebbels

3. 250 million people went to the cinema in 1933.

6. Sport
1. 1936 – Olympic games held in Berlin, 110,000 capacity  stadium (biggest in the world) was built.

2. Germany won the most Gold Medals, 33

3. Jesse Owens, a black American broke 11 records, Hitler refused to shake his hand.

7. Hitler as a figure head
1. Hitler made to seem like the father of Germany

2. Aeroplanes used to move him around to meet lots of Germans

3. Rally held at Nuremburg each September to celebrate the Nazis.



Key topic 4: The Nazi Domestic Policies

Hitler wanted to create a German Reich that would last for 1000 years! To do this 
he needed to gain support from the German people.

He  did this by:

1. Brainwashing the young
2. Controlling women
3. Controlling people in work
4. Making Germany richer
5. Getting rid of people the Nazis did not like.



Youth
The Nazis brainwashed the young to:

-increase support for the Nazis

-prepare for war.

They did this through:

1. Education
1. New subjects, Race studies, Party beliefs
2. Subjects were altered to reflect Nazi beliefs, History told the story of Nazi success and how tragedy of the loss of 

WW1.
3. Mien Kampf became compulsory
4. PE increased to 1/6th of the timetable
5. Girls were prepared for motherhood with domestic sciences
6. Boys were prepared for war with PE, mathematics.

2. Youth movements
1. Pimpf (Little Fellows) = 6 + went camping
2. Jungvolk (Hitler Youth) = 14+ military training
3. German maiden’s League = girls
4. Made compulsory in 1936
5. Edelweiss Pirates were an anti-Nazi youth group, 2000 members. Did anti-Nazi graffiti and danced to swing 

music!



Women:
Life for women changed under the Nazis. The new freedoms of the 1920s were reversed.
1920s:
1. Allowed to  vote
2. Worked in professions, 100,000 female teachers
3. Women went out to clubs and dressed in new ways.

The Nazis wanted a return to the TRADITIONAL role of being MOTHERS. To do this they wanted women to be:
1. Healthy
2. Marry
3. Give Birth
4. Stay at home
5. Dress in traditional ways.

The Nazis achieve this through:
1. Focusing on the 3Ks = Kinder, Kuche, Kirche (Children, Kitchen and Church)
2. German Women’s Enterprise taught ‘womenly’ skills on the radio and in classes.
3. Professional women were forced to leave jobs.
4. Encouraging marriage and birth. To do this the Nazis:

1. 1933 – Lent 1000 marks to newly married couples if the women left work. With every baby born 250 marks was knocked 
off the loan! (Law for the Encouragement of Marriage).

2. Mothers Cross – Medals given to  women for having babies on Hitler’s Motherr’s birthday, 12,Aprill. Gold was for 8+ 
babies!

3. 1935  Lebensborn Programme – tried to create racially pure children. It gave money to women who had children with SS 
men. ‘Homes’ were set up where SS men could fertilise women. One home produced 540 children!
However, by the end of the 1930s, despite their aims women were returning to work. This was because men could not make enough money to 
support their families. 



Employment
To control workers the Nazis:

1933 - Banned Trade Unions (TU)

1933 - Set up the DAF (a Nazi TU). This controlled workers and employers

DAF = set out rights, e.g. working hours but could also could punish workers.

The Unemployed:

1933 –RAD set up. 

Put the unemployed to work on public projects, e.g. building roads 

1935 – compulsory for all young men to do 6 months in the RAD.

In the RAD life was similar to the army. They lived in camps, drilled, wore uniforms.

Food and pay was poor.

Unemployment fell: 1933 = 4.8 million, 1938 = 0.5 million

Rearmament:

The Nazis wanted Lebensraum (living space). This meant they needed a big army.

1936 – Four Year Plan for Rearmament:
DEFENCE SPENDING: 1933 = 3.5 billion marks. 1939 = 26 billion.
Production of Iron and Steel x3
AUTARKY = aim to be ‘self sufficient’ in case of a war. E.g. plastic production increased 460%
Army increased: 1933 =  100,000 men, 1939 = 900,000
 The needs of the army STIMULATED the economy making people richer.



Standard of Living – many people from 1933 – 1939 in 
Germany felt richer than they had ever been before!
Life got better:

• Wages went up by 20% in 1938!

• Volkswagen car was cheap

• Porsche created a car that could do 40 
miles to a gallon = cheap for people. 

Working conditions were improved:

1. SdA (Beauty of Labour) – ensured 
good working conditions.

2. KdF (Strength through Joy) –
provided leisure activities. E.g. cheap 
holidays.

Life DID NOT get better:

Living standards did not improve: 
Working hours increased from 43 -> 49 per week
In the RAD and army conditions were poor
Prices rose 20%, cancelling out wage increases
The Depression reduced standards of living so 
improvements were really just a return to pre-1929 
levels.

Not only this but Nazi policies were unsustainable:
1. THE Government spent more than it received in 

taxes
2. Germany was importing more than it was exporting



Persecution of minorities
Europe had been anti-Semetic for 2000 years.

Hitler thought:

Persecution of Jews:

1.  April 1933 – boycotts of Jewish shops

- banned from government jobs

2. Sept 1933 – Banned from inheriting land

3. May 1935 – banned from the army

4. June 1935 – banned from resturants

5. Sept 1935 – Nuremburg Laws:

->Reich Law on Citizenship: Jews lost citizenship, right to vote or have passports

-> Reich Law for Protection of German Blood: Jews banned from marrying Germans

6. 1938 April – Jews had to register all possessions

July – Jews had to carry identity cards with a ‘J’ on them

- Jewish doctors, lawyers and dentists not allowed to work for Aryans

RACIAL HEIRARCHY:

Superior Aryans – blond and blue eyed.

Lesser Slavs

Untermenschen (sub-human) Africans

Lebensunwertes (unworthy of life) Jews and Gypsies



Krystallnacht and other minorities:
• Krystallnacht (Night  of the Broken Glass):

1. 7th November 1938 – Grynszpan, a Jew, walked into the German embassy in Paris and shot von Rath, a 
German.

2. Hitler declared that if the Germans took  revenge the Nazis would not stop them. This was printed in a Nazi 
paper, Der Sturmer.

3. The SS and SA started demonstrations and arresting Jews.
4. 9th -10th November gangs attacked: 100 Jews killed, 191 synagogues destroyed and 814 shops smashed.

• After Krystallnacht Jews were:
1. Fined 1 billion marks for the damage!!!
2. Banned from running any businesses
3. Banned from schools and universities
4. Put into Concentration Camps (20,000)

• 1939:
1. Forced EMIGRATION started to expel all Jews
2. When Germany invaded Poland Jews were rounded up and put into Ghettos.

Other minorities:
1. Gypsies: put into Concentration Camps, Nuremburg Laws prevented marriage between Gypsies and 

Germans, 1939 put into Ghettos
2. Homosexuals: put into Concentration Camps, 60% died. Laws against homosexuals included voluntary 

castration.
3. Disabled: law passed allowing disabled children to die, 1933 – forced sterilisation of the physically and 

mentally disabled and alcoholics. 700,000 were sterilised. 6000 disabled people were killed.


